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WRLSWEB Network Advisory Committee Meeting  

January 16, 2014  10:00am 

La Crosse Public Library, 800 Main St, La Crosse, WI                                                                                          

First floor former museum space 

Minutes draft 

Members:  Alma - Marie Marquardt, Arcadia – Jen Losinski, Black River Falls – Tammy Peasley,  Blair – 

Kris McNamer,  Cashton – Jill Bjornstad,  Coon Valley – Karen Bernau,  Elroy – Mary Waarvik, Ettrick – 

Jody Hanneman, Galesville – Meredith Houge, Hillsboro – Deb Lambert, Kendall – Lynette Vlasak, La 

Crosse County – Chris McArdle-Rojo, La Crosse Public – Kelly Krieg-Sigman , La Farge –Rita Wachuta-

Breckel, Mauston – Jeanette Crowley, Necedah – Cathy Williams, Norwalk – Jeanne Rice, Ontario – 

Laurie Erickson, Sparta – Peggy Klein, Strum – Dawn Hering, Taylor – Julie White, Trempealeau – Jessica 

Schoonover, Viroqua – Lisa Widner, Westby – Cindy Brown, Wilton – Gina Rae, WRLS – Kristen 

Anderson, Wonewoc – Kim Dearth 

Guests:  Deb Dagnon, Jen Feske, Rochelle Hartman, Lou Kalis, Alan Mask,  Marcia Sarnowski  

I.  Meeting called to order:   the meeting was called to order at 10:02am.   

II.  Roll call and introductions: Roll call was taken as above. 

III.  Approval of minutes from the December 12, 2013 meeting:  Motion by Dawn Hering, seconded  by 
Gina Rae, to approve the minutes of the December 12, 2013  meeting.  Carried.   
 

IV.  WRLSWEB financials:  Kristen Anderson gave members the opportunity to ask questions about the 

general ledger pages showing the capital and operating funds balances.   

V.  III Migration Housekeeping:   
 

1.  Policy:  More than one barcode on a patron record:  reasons for allowing more than one 
barcode on a record, and for limiting each record to one barcode, were discussed.  It was 
mentioned that some libraries have “class visit” cards; each student visiting the library with 
their class has a card, and some may also have an individual card.  It was recommended that 
this practice be discontinued so that every patron has only one card.    
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Motion by Kelly Krieg-Sigman, seconded by Meredith Houge, to place a limit of one barcode 
per patron record.  Carried. 

 
2.  Policy:  Patron linking (family cards):  this was suggested to improve staff efficiency in 

monitoring the use (and abuse) of family cards and in collecting fines and fees – one family 
member could pay amounts due on all cards, in one visit.  The linking would be enabled in 
Sierra (for staff) but not Encore (for patrons).  
 
Privacy will be maintained; parents will not be able to view children’s checkouts by title on 
the library computer.  Libraries will use their local policies to address situations with 
guardians and split families.  Libraries will be able to link or unlink any WRLSWEB patrons, 
since many patrons use more than one library.   Libraries will be expected to “unlink” cards 
for young adults upon their 16th birthdays, to comply with the state library law on privacy.  A 
report using the birth year field as a filter may be run to determine which patrons are 16 
and older.  Alan Mask will investigate whether a report listing linked cards can be run.   
 
Motion by Kelly Krieg-Sigman, seconded by Jeanne Rice, to give all libraries the option to link 
cards for staff purposes; if there is a problem, the issue will be revisited.  Carried. 
 
A question was raised about whether software enhancement requests may be submitted; 
the answer is yes, but these will not be treated with the same priority given to the 
suggestions for Iluminar, since Sierra is a fully developed product.  Send suggestions to Alan.   

 
3.  Policy:  Intransit slips – awaiting more information from III:  there is uncertainty about how 

the slips will be printed (automatically, or whether the space bar must be used to prompt 
the printing).  More information on this will be coming soon. 

 
4.  Procedure:  Should some of the registration fields be mandatory?  Mandatory fields are 

those which must be filled in for a patron record to be saved.  It was noted that fields may 
be inserted into any record.  Field contents will be part of a phrase index, for searching.  
There is no longer a separate template for child or adult registration.   
 
Those who wish to use the “unique ID” field on a child record for names of parents, 
guardians, or responsible adults, may do so.  The “expiry date” needs to be manually 
entered each time, for the length time specified by each library (hit “c” for calendar, to 
advance the date).   
 
Motion by Kim Dearth, seconded by Marie Marquardt, to make the following fields 
mandatory for each patron registration:  name; address; telephone number (there will be an 
option to select “no telephone number”); unique ID (such as a driver’s license number; “##” 
may be entered for those with no ID number); PIN number; barcode; municipality; birth date; 
staff initials (for followup if necessary) and all fixed fields (expiry date; gender [or a dash]; 
Internet permission [yes or no]).  Carried. 

 
5.  Budget:  Approve institutional membership fee ($100) for Innovative User Group:  This is an 

annual fee paid by WRLSWEB, to give WRLSWEB a vote on issues, and a seat at the 
discussion table.  All users, even non-members, have access to annual meetings.  There is 
currently no WRLSWEB budget line for funding meeting attendance.   
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Motion by Rita Wachuta-Breckel, seconded by Jill Bjornstad, to approve payment of the $100 
fee to join the user group.  Carried. 

 
VI.  III Reports: 
 Lou Kalis reported that he has acquired 30 computers and 30 monitors, donated by Gundersen 
Health System, which may be used to track the usage of wireless internet to obtain statistics for the 
state annual report.  For each library interested in having one of these computers, there will be a $25 
one-time fee for a card, and space will be required for a monitor and CPU.  This can be set up in a 
workroom or storage room; it will be dedicated for wireless statistics only and will not be a public 
workstation.  Libraries will need to opt in to get one of the computers; they may also choose to track 
their wireless statistics in a different way if they wish.  More information will be coming, and installation 
will take place after the ILS migration. 
 
 

1.  Acquisitions plan during migration:  LPL will stop backordering any materials as of the end 
of January.  Records of new titles may not be available for the placing of requests.  As of 
early February, any records added to A-G will need to also be added manually in Sierra. 

 
2.  Kindle incompatibility with III:  the Amazon browser will not work with the Encore platform; 

a different browser will allow access with a Kindle to the classic catalog (a different look 
than the Encore one-box search, similar to the Iluminar low-resolution page; patrons may 
place requests but will not have the article searching tab).  Alan Mask will send out a link to 
the recommended browser for use with the Kindle. 
 

3. Migration schedule 
a.  Clearing bookdrops on Sunday:  for maximum efficiency, staff should plan to clear their 

library bookdrops and check in all materials before 5pm on Sunday, February 23.  The 
van will come on Monday to pick up checked-in materials.   

b. Plan to store materials returned but not checked-in:  Plan to store items not checked in 
(returned after 5pm, February 23).  Do not use the off-line circulation software for 
checking materials in, it will not capture holds. 

c. Delivery schedule adjustments possible based on “go-live” date:  The next van run may 
not occur until after the “go-live” event – possibly later than usual on Wednesday 
February 26, perhaps not until Thursday.  Do not publicize specific library closed dates 
yet.  The data load will start Monday, February 24.  
 

4.  Inquiry:   Who wants to use the off-line circulation software for check-out only during the 
days we are down during migration?  Kristen Anderson will send out an email inquiry so 
libraries can sign up for this if they are interested.  After “go-live”, a file with the software 
will be uploaded.  Members may use this, or record checkouts by hand or in an Excel 
spreadsheet.  Do not use this for checking out holds, only for items on the library shelves. 

 
5.  Inquiry:  Pull lists.  Do you want this list emailed or would you prefer to login to Sierra to get 

it?  The default is to log in to Sierra to get the list.  If libraries prefer that it be emailed to 
staff, supply a group email address so several people can access it, not just one.  Notify 
Charles if this option is desired.  Staff will also be able to log in for the list even if they 
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request the email option.  If the list is emailed it can be received on a tablet, which can be 
taken to the shelves for pulling items. 

 
6.  Migration deadlines:  adding and deleting items and patrons:  by EOB [end of business] on 

January 26, all deletions must stop, to allow time for deleting the records.  As of EOB on 
February 2, no more deletions records or catalog changes will be processed.  After that, any 
items (high priority items only) which must be added to A-G, will also have to be manually 
added to Sierra.  Procedures for handling ILL transactions during this time will be sent out. 

 

After February 2, there will be no more staff “playing” with Sierra; the catalog will effectively 
be live for staff by February 6.  It is recommended that no bib data be added until February 
25 or later; a confirming email message will be sent out.  On February 3 or 4, all item due 
dates will be changed to March 1 to accommodate library closed dates. 

 

On February 9, patron data will go from A-G to Sierra.  After February 9, any patron records 
added must be re-entered in Sierra after “go-live”.  Alan Mask will send out a message when 
records input may be resumed.  There will be no access to Sierra during the data change. 
 
Any items checked out in Iluminar until 5pm on February 23 will migrate with the records. 
 
Alan Mask will prepare and distribute a timeline chart for all members listing dates and tasks 
deadlines. 

 
7.  Notice procedural change:  Interlibrary loan notices for patrons generated from Encore will 

have a slightly different look than the present ones.  Overdue notices will come from the 
owning library; the hold notice will come from the pickup library. 
 
The Unique Management tool, currently used by three libraries (La Crosse PL, La Crosse 
County LS, and McIntosh Memorial in Viroqua), used to follow the item type.  Notices will 
now follow the patron’s home location [not the owning library, or the checkout location].  
Each billing transaction will generate a $10 fee owed to Unique; members who take 
payments from their patrons for materials owned by and billed from the libraries using 
Unique, will need to send the $10 fee (paid by the patron) to the billing library.   Members 
should continue to use the printed envelopes for sending the collection money; the e-
commerce option will be discussed at a future time. 
 
Libraries who wish to begin using the services of Unique Management are advised to wait 
for six to eight weeks after “go-live” before contacting them, to make sure the software is 
working smoothly with the new ILS. 
 
There is no report available to list patrons with a reading list or a history.  Patrons must print 
out their own lists, and then sign up with Encore, after the “go-live” date. 
 
Staff user names and passwords inquiry:  these should be functional for circulation staff and 
for the director.  Randy will be tracking these; if they do not work, let Kristen know. 
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8. EnvisionWare update:  The Envisionware timing software will go live with Sierra.  There will 
be no timing software in effect during the data load dates.  Training will be made available 
via webinars. 

 
 Other topics:  The PR Committee will work on a notice for patrons about the impact of the 
migration, urging them to print their lists and history, which can be customized by members.  La Crosse 
PL, the only library using the homebound service module, will print out the lists for its patrons. 
 
The Sierra help manuals have been printed and distributed to members.  Staff should use the scenarios 
developed for practice, using items on the shelf to simulate interlibrary loan transactions, and using 
items not in the catalog to practice adding titles to the collection.  Report results and any problems to 
Alan. 
 
VII.  Next meeting date:  March 6, 2014, location to be determined. 
 
VIII.  Adjournment:  The meeting was adjourned at 12:13pm. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Marcia Sarnowski 

 

 

 

 


